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Better By Design.

 Experience high performance with Levitaz, and find out how a passion for innovation and our technical know-how in the foil industry combine to produce superior equipment – designed to enable riders to step up their game in any conditions.


Premium Carbon Hydrofoils Made In Austria. 

Fly over water
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            THIS WEBSITE USES COOKIES

            We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue without changing your settings, we’ll assume that you are happy to receive all cookies on the levitaz-Website. However, if you would like to, you can change your cookie settings at any time.

        

        
                            
                    
                        
                        Necessary (Required)
                    

                    
                        Cookies that the site cannot function properly without. This includes cookies for access to secure areas and CSRF security. Please note that Craft’s default cookies do not collect any personal or sensitive information. Craft's default cookies do not collect IP addresses. The information they store is not sent to Pixel & Tonic or any 3rd parties.
                    

                                            
                            
                                Name: CraftSessionId
                            

                            
                                Description: Craft relies on PHP sessions to maintain sessions across web requests. That is done via the PHP session cookie. Craft names that cookie “CraftSessionId” by default, but it can be renamed via the phpSessionId config setting. This cookie will expire as soon as the session expires.
                            

                            
                                Provider: this site
                            

                            
                                Expiry: Session
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                Name: *_identity
                            

                            
                                Description: When you log into the Control Panel, you will get an authentication cookie used to maintain your authenticated state. The cookie name is prefixed with a long, randomly generated string, followed by _identity. The cookie only stores information necessary to maintain a secure, authenticated session and will only exist for as long as the user is authenticated in Craft.
                            

                            
                                Provider: this site
                            

                            
                                Expiry: Persistent
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                Name: *_username
                            

                            
                                Description: If you check the "Keep me logged in" option during login, this cookie is used to remember the username for your next authentication.
                            

                            
                                Provider: this site
                            

                            
                                Expiry: Persistent
                            

                        

                                            
                            
                                Name: CRAFT_CSRF_TOKEN
                            

                            
                                Description: Protects us and you as a user against Cross-Site Request Forgery attacks.
                            

                            
                                Provider: this site
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                        Statistic cookies help us understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting information anonymously.
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                                Description: Used by Google Analytics to limit the request rate.
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                                Description: Google Tag Manager. Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
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                                Description: Google Tag Manager. Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
                            

                            
                                Provider: Google
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                        Marketing cookies come from external advertising companies and are used to collect information about the web pages visited by the user. Use only takes place with your consent and only as long as you have not deactivated the respective cookie.
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                                Description: Registers a unique ID that identifies and recognizes the user. Used for targeted advertising.
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                                Description: Registers a unique ID that identifies and recognizes the user. Used for targeted advertising.
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                                Description: Registers a unique ID that identifies and recognizes the user. Used for targeted advertising.
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